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For Chemical Mutagens Concepts In Mammal Testing 

M. S. Legator and H. V. ~ AJJ:• ~. . ' ' ~l;J.;,. 
Present methods for detecting genetic damage in mammalian populations 

are limited and difficult. These handicaps-arise partially as· a result of 
(a) limitations on the number of ani'nials that are practical to handle and 

~ 

the number of offspring per female; and (b) from' -genetic as well as non
genetic -factors. These latter variables include sex, strain, animal species, 
biochemical constitution, route Of administration, and acute versus chronic 
exposur.e. The masking of ·genotypic traits, ·and the long duration of the 
life cycle of animals are unique problems associated with genetic experiments. 
With the limitations in this field we do have procedures that can be utilized 
to evaluate a part of potential danger of mutagenic agents in mammals. This 
paper examines selected methods that can be used in screening compounds for 
mutagenic activity, ranks the selected procedures in their relative order 
of importance, and attempts to determine where the greatest deficiencies 
exist in evaluating potential mutagens in animal systems. 

In a population of animal cells, three levels of mutagenic activity 
can be determined: (a) sub-vis_ible genetic damage i ,e. point mutations, 
(b) visible damage i.e. detectable chromosome aberrations, and (c) gross 
genetic damage leading to cell death. Figure l depicts these three areas 
and their relative importance in terms of mutagenic effects. Selected 
available procedures are placed in the three divisions on the curve. 
I. Sub-visible Damage: The region of point mutation is of the greatest 
concern for the transmission of heritable changes. A mutagenic agent that 
produces predominantly this type of sub-visible damage, i,e. compounds that 
only produce point mutc1,tion or compounds which at low concentrations only 
produce point mutations and which at higher concentration are too toxic 
animal to allow for detection of chromosome deletions, must be viewed as 
potentially the most hazardous mutagenic agent. 

In this region of maximum concern, where genetic damage can be passed 
on to the progeny, few practical procedures are available for detecting 
genetic alterations. The specific-locus test (1) and the host-mediated 
assay (2) are currently being used to detect genetic damage by mutagenic 
agents at this level. The screening of biochemical mutants or variance in 
electrophoretic mobility of proteins may be a potential useful test in 
this region in the future. 

A. Specific-Locus Test ----Mouse coat colors and morphological markers (seven specific loci) are 
used in this procedure to estimate both forward and reverse mutation rates. 
Treated wild-type males are mated to female mice that,are homozygous for the 
seven recessive genes. An estimate of the rate of induction of recessive 
mutations at the seven loci is calculated. This test provides a direct 
measure of recessive mutations in a mammal. It is impractical, however, 
for routipe evaluations because of the la:r:ge number of animals that are 
r..ccdcd fo:-' ;:ovaluc..t:.:.r.g Ll1e ""i'fcc·c. uf a given potentially mutagenic agent, 
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It is conceivable that a modified test could be conducted with fewer animals 
in a shorter period of time. 

B. Host-Mediated Assay 

This method incorporates many of the advantages of both the in vitro 
and in vivo tests. ln this assay the mammal, during treatment with a 
potential chemical mutagen, is injected with an indicator microorganism in 
which mutation frequencies c~n be measured. It is important to note that 
the mutagen and the organism are always administered by different routes. 
After a sufficient time period, the microorganism is withdrawn from the 

. animal and the induction of mutants is determined:. The comparison between 
(a) the mutagenic action of- the compound on .the microorganism directly, 

·and (b) in the host-mediated assay, will indicate 1) how fast the host 
can detoxify the compound or 2) if the host forms mutagenic breakdown 
products during the metabolism of the compound. 

This is a quick, simple method that is ideally suited for screening 
chemicals. One of the distinct advantages of this procedure is its 
flexibility. Bacteria cells or Neurospora conidia (spores) are injected 
directly into the peritoneal cavity of the animal. Neurospora conidia 
can be injected subcutaneously or into different parts or organs of the 
animal such as muscles or testes. This last procedure, the injection of 
spores into the testes, provides the most direct test for presence of· 
mutagens in the environment of the germ cells. A wide range of animal 
hosts can be used, as well as numerous microbial indicators and mammalian 
cells in tissue culture. 'l'his is, however, an indirect test in terms of 
detecting point mutations in the animal. The ability or lack of ability 
of the animal to repair genetic damage, and how the chemical is handled 
in$ide the germ cells cannot be determined. The final test of mutagenicity 
of a compound has to be done by study of the progeny of the treated animals. 

C. Biochemical Studies 

·· ·In cultured mammalian cells there is evidence that chemical mutagens 
can induce biochemical mutants (3), or mutants resistant to drugs (5). At 
the present time there is no comparable report of induction of biochemical 
mutants in animals. The possibility of detecting biochemical mutants in 
animals, and/or utilizing such a system for mutagenic screening purposes 
seem excellent. Another system may be based on screening for mutants on 
the basis of differences in the electrophoretic patterns of proteins. In 
such a system it should be possible to detect electrophoretic differences 
in the heterozygote, i.e. the first generation (F1), after the mutagenic 
treatment. ------II. Visible Damage (Detectable Chromosome Aberrations) 

The area of visible damage extends from the point of minimal lethality 
to the area where a high percentage of the cells are non-viable, The viable 
cells exhibiting exchange figures or single-chromatid breaks are of great 
importance for transmittance of mutations to the progeny, while the cells 
exhibiting multiple breaks are usually non-viable and hence wotild pose no 
genetic threat to future progeny. 
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.In this procedure, individual treated males are mated with successive groups of virgin females for a period of two to.four weeks and both pre.implantation and early post-implantation loss are determined in mid-pregnancy. In this way the stage of spermatogenesis that was affected by the chemical mutagen can be determined, and one can exclude non-genetic systemic effects on the female. This is an excellent screening technique and "several compounds can be evaluated under identical conditions in a relatively short period of time (4). · 
The 'early pos.t-implantation loss is ·due to structural abnormalities of the. chr..omosomes. Such abnormalities that do not render the embryo non-viable, and hence would not be detected by this procedure. Dominant lethals will be observed at the foot of the mutagenic curve, where cell death is occurring. This proc~dure should not be considered an especially sensitive assay for mutagenic activity. One would hypothesize that the majority of mutagenic compounds would not be detected by this procedure, but compounds producing a positive response in this screen should be considered as a significant mutagenic hazard. 

III. Cell Death 
The Non-viable cells in the population of germ cells are obviously of no importance in terms of transmission of genetic damage. This area is of .importance, however, in the induction of teratogenetic changes if cell death occurs during a critical period of organogenesis. 

Conclusion 
In animal systems few procedures are available for detecting chemically induced mutations in the area where the incidence of point mutation is highest (the area of sub-visible damage without additional chromosomal damage). The host-mediated assay is an indirect test for evaluating agents that induce· point mutations. A high priority should be assigned to the modification of present methods and the development of new procedures to detect point mutations in animals. 
Cytogenetical procedures are excellent indicators of genetic damage, although their direct importance in terms of mutagenic effects is limited by the fact that the majority of levels exhibiting chromosome abnormalities are not viable. 
The dominant lethal test, as it now exists is a fairly insensitive procedure, that can only be used as a tool for detecting gross genetic abnormalities. The sensitivity and utility of this test may be increased by carrying out cytogenic evaluations on the normal progeny at mid-term pregnancy when the pre-implantation and early post-implantation losses · are assessed. The ratirular-of the dominant le"j:;hai test, i.e., the treatment of the male, with subsequent effects on the litter of the female, is equally applicable to any detectable chromosome damage in the progeny at mid-. pregnancy. Those cytogenetic effects that are not severe enough to cause early post-implantation loss, but probably are of greater significance in terms of the type mutagenic damage that would be transmitted. Although the mouse is usually the animal of choice for the dominant lethal test, the rat seems to offer severa.l distinct adva...'1tages in this procedure. With 
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the rat cytogenetic studies: can be easily carried out, corpora lut.ea can 
be determined with accuracy . 

. Although serious deficiencies exist in our present procedures for_ 
. screening mutagenic-· agents, it should be emphasized that procedures are 
. available for characterizing mutagens. A combination of te_sts, carried 

our concurrently in microorganisms, cultured mammalian cells, and animals, 
with suspected environmental mutagens, and with chemicals yet to be. 
introduced into commerce should minimize the risk of these agents as 
genetic hazards to the population._ 
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Figure 1. The relationship between chemical concentration and mutcigenic 
· activity. 
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